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Figure 1: Torstan’s Workflow on Mapping Hills 

 
 

Drawing Top-Down Hills 

 

1. Lay in shadows with a large fuzzy brush. In photoshop/Gimp I'd suggest doing this on a layer with the blend mode set to overlay. 
2. Lay in the highlights with a slightly smaller fuzzy brush. Avoid sharp edges. You want hills to be rolling, and in contrast to the 

sharp peaks of a mountain range. Again, here I've done this on an overlay layer. 
3. Add colour (here I'm a layer with the blend mode set to colour) and leave the hills slightly browner than the flat plains. That 

helps to differentiate them - and means that even with subtle light and shade they'll be easy to read at a glance. 
 
A couple of other things to keep in mind: 

 Lay in the rivers first. As rivers drain the water out of hills, they will determine where the hills should go. 
 Less is more when it comes to shadows and highlights here. Your mountains should have the darkest shadows. Make 

sure that your hill shadows are quite a bit more subtle. 
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Figure 2: Progression of Hand Drawn Mountains 

 
 

Drawing Top-Down Hills 

 
I build up mountains in 5 steps over a textured brown background. I find http://cgtextures.com great for good backgrounds. 
Okay, onto the mapping! 

1. Draw the ridge line for your mountains. Mountains form in lines and create ranges spanning long distances, and help to form 
natural dividing lines for countries. Don't make it too straight. If your hand shakes whilst you're drawing this it's a good thing. 

2. Add in the lines for the mountain ridges that come down from the ridge line. These should bunch up near peaks and help the 
viewer see where the mountain tops are. They spread out as they get further from the ridge where the ground becomes 
flatter and easier to navigate. This part just takes a little time and practice to get it looking good. 

3. Create a new layer and set its blend mode to overlay. Take a large-ish circular brush and either set its opacity to pressure 
sensitive (if using a tablet) or low opacity (if using a mouse). Now, with the colour set to black or very dark blue block in the 
shadow on the SE side of the mountains. Always start a stroke at or near the ridge line and draw away from the ridge. That 
will result in the most overlapping strokes being beside the ridge. This means the darkest regions are beside the ridge, and also 
you'll get lots of details around the ridge. Now pick a few region on the SW side of the ridge that would be in shade and block 
those in too. Switch to white, and do the same for highlights on the NW side. 

4. Create another layer and once again set it to overlay. Reduce the size of your brush by at least 50% and repeat the process. 
This time you're looking for the drakest shadows and the brightest highlights to give some detail and definition. Focus on 
mountain peaks and the top of the ridge line. 

5. Create a final layer, and set it's mode to colour. Using a large fuzzy brush, and pure grey, turn the peaks of the mountains 
grey. Then using the same fuzzy brush, lay in some verdant green around the base. You can also go back to your first overlay 
layer here and spread the shadows and highlights into the surrounding plains to blend the mountains in with the background. 

Figure 3: Progression of Contours 

 
 

http://cgtextures.com/
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Figure 4: Some Different Cliff Styles 

 
 

Three Different Cliff Styles 

 
1. Classic cliffs 

This is a symbolic style - a very abstract representation of a cliff. It's used a lot on current maps. The advantage is that is 
clearly designates the cliff, shows where the edge is, and indicates which side is the top and which the bottom. The downside is 
that it's not particularly illustrative. These are great for abstracted regional scale maps and old school dungeon maps. 
 

2. llustrative cliffs 
Here we have the opposite approach. The cliff is drawn to give some impression of how it would look from above. You tend 
not to see the vertical lines in the cliff. Instead you see all the ledges as you look down. Where the edges are close together 
you can see that it's steep, where they are more spread out you can see a more gradual rise. Throw in some fallen rocks at 
the bottom - all cliffs have them - and some lines showing the smaller rubble that's run off from the cliff. This is a good style 
for battlemaps, where you might want to give an indication of different routes up the cliff, but bad for regional maps where 
the scale makes this style inappropriate. 
 

3. A compromise 
Finally we have a style that acts as a compromise. The edge of the cliff is clearly shown. The structure of the cliff is 
indicated by the perpendicular lines. I've added more structure and variation. This gives a more illustrative feel to the style in 1. 
without sacrificing clarity. I've found this works well on world or regional scale maps where you need to indicate a cliff, and 
have it blend in with a more illustrative style. 
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Figure 5: Isometric Cliffs 

 
 

Three Different Cliff Styles 

 
1. Draw the top of the cliff. Make the horizontal variations in the line larger than the vertical variations. This will sell the cliff as 

being viewed side on. 
 

2. Draw the vertical edges. These should come down from every 'wiggle' in your cliff top line. Give them different lengths and 
allow your hand to wiggle a little giving them some jitter. 

 
3. Add some ground lines for the base of the cliff. These represent the run off of debris from the cliff and give the cliff a 

well defined base. Just like a figure drawing needs a floor and feet to ground it, a cliff needs a base to settle it into the map. 
Add a few lines around the top to suggest the lie of the land around the top of the cliff and allow the top to blend into the 
map. 
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Figure 6: Drawing Grasslands 

 
 

Three Different Cliff Styles 

 
Grasslands are tricky to map. They're large empty open expanses. But if you just flood fill an area with light green it'll stand out like a 
sore thumb against your beautifully rendered mountains and lovingly painted rivers and forests. The color is tough too - you want it to 
be a light green without being fluorescent.  I've found that the following works well for grasslands (If you'd like to check out the psd 
file for this, you can get it here: http://jrsandbox.com/Maps/Mini-Tutes.../Grassland.psd): 
 
 

1. Lay in the base color 
a. Take two shades of mid-green and turn on color jitter with Foreground/Background jitter set to 100% - this'll give you 

a nice varying green, which helps to break up the monotonous uniformity of a green exp 
b. Use a large grungy brush and set it to low opacity (20-30%?) and block in your grassland. This should give you 

something that looks a little like 1 in the attached image. This is a little dark, and a little solid green for my liking - I like 
to let the background texture bleed through. 

2. Play with some blend modes 
a. Duplicate the layer 
b. Set the bottom layer to 10% with Normal blend mode 
c. Set the top layer to 100% Overlay (if that makes no sense, see yesterday's post on Blend Modes). 
d. That should give you a nice mid green color with some good color variation that should look something like 2 above. 

Honestly, you can leave it at that, and it'll look fine. But if you want to switch it up a bit more: 
3. Add some detail 

a. Create a new layer over the top and set the blend mode to Overlay. First block in a dark blue with roughly 10-20% 
opacity. Use horizontal strokes - this will help to reinforce the isometric perspective of your map. 

b. Go over the same layer with a very light yellow (almost white) also with horizontal strokes, and again at low opacity 
c. This should give you some nice light/dark variation in your grassland without breaking anything.Finally finish it off with a 

few dark green grass tufts scattered around using a thin brush (2-3 pixels, or 5 px if you're using a pressure 
sensitive stylus). 

http://jrsandbox.com/Maps/Mini-Tutes/Downloads/Grassland.psd
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Figure 7: Drawing Forests 

 
 

Adding Forests 

 
Here I've shown two types of forest, coniferous and deciduous, and I'm working in 3/4 view as before. 

 
1. Draw in the outlines of the forests. For deciduous forests, use rounded lines. For conifers, use sharp vertical strokes. Don't 

worry about keeping the border complete. We're just showing the edge, it doesn't have to be perfect. Make sure the forest 
flows around hills and mountain edges. The forest's movement will help to delineate the hills and mountains, making them easier to 
pick out. 
 

2. Add the details. Fill in the areas around the edges of the forest. Try to make sure that lines and features tend to join up 
horizontally rather than vertically. This will help to sell the 3/4 perspective. Also, make sure you detail forest along ridges and 
edges. This gives shape and form to your forests, and helps the viewer see the hills beneath the trees. As before, use curving 
lines for deciduous forest and sharp vertical lines for conifers. If you're doing a black and white map, congratulations! You're 
done. But if you want color, read on. 
 

3. Base colors. Here I've shied away from my standard parchment background. Instead I've laid in the base color on a new layer 
(under the lines) set to Normal blend, 100% opacity. I used some large grungy brushes with low opacity to build up the colors. 
You want to start with the lights and then build up to the darks. For the forest, I set color jitter on the brush settings and 
added scatter to the brush. This gives a dappled spread of slightly varying greens, which is perfect for selling the varied 
colors of a forest. I use a yellower green for the deciduous and a bluer green for the conifers. I also take a low opacity 
dark blue and add a shadow around the base of the trees. It's subtle - but it immediately nails down the forest as a 3/4 view 
forest with some bulk. It makes a big difference. 
 

4. Color detail. Here I've added a new layer, with overlay blend mode and 100% opacity. First use dark blue and grungy brush to lay 
in shadow across the forest. Then I use a very light yellow to pick out the bright highlights on the deciduous forest, and a very 
light turquoise on the conifers. Again, use rounded shapes for the deciduous trees, and vertical spikes on the conifers.  


